Say trick or treat for your next clue. Check under where you lay down your head. And say Boo.

-Hide next clue near night light

Hopefully, much candy you'll have to tote, If you're cold, find your clue in your _____.

"Trick or treat" said the ghost to the mummy, Your next clue is where we keep something yummy.

-Put next clue in cookie or candy jar/bowl

Ghosts and ghouls come out at night, You'll find the next clue near your night light.

-Put next clue under pillow

Where your parents lay down to rest, Find your next clue and do your best.

-Hide next clue near night light

Halloween is full of ghosts, goblins, and things all aglow, You need toilet paper to make a mummy, this is where you should go.

-Put next clue on parents’ bed

-Put next clue on toilet paper